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Dynamics of Bats Populations: 
Migration and Ebola Outbreaks
Kaylynn Johnson and Javier Buceta
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, Lehigh University
Zoonoses
Infectious diseases in animals that can be naturally 
transmitted to humans
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Simulations       
Under some conditions in terms of the 
resources the best survival strategy 
induces oscillations Seasonal variation across different regions 
induces a bat population’s oscillatory 
migration pattern and infection
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The environmental pressure, e.g. the decrease of 
resources due to seasonal alternation, challenges our 
survival and is the main driving force for our migration. 
The migratory dynamics increases the probability of 
contact of humans with infected animals: bat ecology 
may serve to shed light on Ebola outbreaks
The model accounts for 
births, deaths, transmission of 
the virus,  competition for 
resources, recovery (virus 
elimination) and migration. 
Also, the resources at a 
particular location depend on 
the population of bats.
We have developed a mathematical model to characterize the dynamics of bats 
populations. Our model includes seasonality and we have identified a possible 
mechanism associated with survival strategies that could explain the migratory 
dynamics of bats and recent Ebola outbreaks in West Africa.
The 2015 Ebola epidemic                         originated in Guinea (West Africa) 
where no Ebolavirus had ever                          been seen before. Moreover, the 
genus of the virus was identified as                  Zaire’s (the deadliest one) that had been 
previously found only in Central Africa,                    thousands of miles away. How did the             
                              virus get there?
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